
From: DPA-MDIC-FDA Alliance
Subject: Alliance meeting November 4 & Project Proposal submission due date
Date: Friday, October 18, 2019 2:12:48 PM
Attachments: Scoring_outline.xlsx

Greetings Alliance & Alliance project proposal submitters,

We are gearing up for the next meeting:
Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) Digital Pathology & AI Meeting

November 4, all day
Arlington, VA

sign up to attend this FREE event:
https://mdic.org/event/digital-pathology-ai-exe/

We are interested in showcasing a few project proposals during the Nov. 4 MDIC
meeting.

We therefore ask that proposal submitters who wish to be chosen to present their
proposal refine their work and convert it to a PowerPoint deck of a few slides. The
proposal should be refined according to the scoring outline attached. PowerPoint
decks will be evaluated based on the scoring outline, and those who score best will
be chosen to present their idea at the MDIC Executives and Fellows meeting on Nov.
4. We need you to submit your PowerPoint by Friday October 25 in order to be
considered. If you are struggling with the deadline, let us know.

The Alliance held a meeting on October 5th in Orlando – hosted by the DPA the
Saturday before the Pathology Visions meeting. To all those who participated: thank
you. The Meeting went well and we are working on updating the website. Meeting
aims, presentations, and deliverables will be posted to the website shortly.

Please feel free to respond to this request and update with any questions you may
have.

With kind regards
The Alliance.
digitalpathologyalliance.org 

mailto:digipathalliance@gmail.com
https://mdic.org/event/digital-pathology-ai-exe/
http://digitalpathologyalliance.org/

Sheet1

								add you name/assign stakeholder category to your self

								rank each category on scale from 0 (not applicable) to 4 (highest score possible/most relevant)

		Category		Question		Weight		BP1		BP2		BP3		BP4		BP5		BP6				BO-A		BO-B		BO-C		BO-D		BO-E		BO-F		BO-G		BO-H

		Signifiance		a.     Does the proposal address a major problem in the field?		4%

		Signifiance		b.     Does the proposal identify a novel problem?		4%

		Signifiance		c.      Does the proposal provide new information or solutions to the problem?		4%

		Signifiance		d.     Does the proposal address a critical barrier to progress?		4%

		Innovation		a.     Is the study proposing a new method, technology, or reasoning?		4%

		Innovation		b.     If not, is it significantly improving/modifying an existing method, technology, or reasoning?		4%

		Innovation		c.      Does the proposal advance understanding of the field or push into a novel area?		4%

		Innovation		d.     Does the proposal impact other fields, or is it limited to pathology?		4%

		Approach		a.     Is the methodology clear and achievable given the state-of-the-art?		4%

		Approach		b.     Are appropriate controls included in the experimental design? E.g. “ground truths” for AI-ML algorithms, defined rates of negative and positive samples for sensitivity and specificity calculations, etc.		4%

		Approach		c.      Can the techniques/methods be easily used by others, or are they dependent on user expertise?		4%

		Approach		d.     Are the “aims” of the project interdependent, or can each aim stand alone should one or multiple aims fail?		4%

		Budget		a.     Is there funding available for the project from the investigator?		4%

		Budget		b.     How much funding is being asked for from the alliance or other entities?		4%

		Budget		c.      Does the budget factor in personnel costs and indirect costs along with the material costs of performing the study?		4%

		Budget		d.     Is there an appropriate budgetary breakdown by category for assessment?		4%

		Budget		e.     What is the timeline for the project?		4%

		Impact		a.     Does the project stand to change the standard of care or other gold standard in the field?		4%

		Impact		b.     Does the project address a known challenge in the field with a reasonable solution?		4%

		Impact		c.      How many potential publications are likely to result?		4%

		Effort		a.     Does the project have clear deliverables and timelines defined to provide a value (see 1 and 5)?		4%

		Effort		b.     Does the value outweigh the timelines and budget (4)?		4%

		Risk		a.     Does the project have clear milestones defined?		4%

		Risk		b.     Does the project address a known risk per milestone with a reasonable mitigation?		4%

		Risk		c.      Does the project address a known risk per milestone to decide continue / stop?		4%

						100%		0		0		0		0		0		0				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Stakeholder

		Academia

		Industry

		Regulatory

		Patient advocacy
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